Fluke 116
Best for
HVAC troubleshooting.
Residential HVAC maintenance
Lower voltage HVAC residential maintenance, installation and troubleshooting.
Temperature and microamp measurements
Troubleshooting problems with HVAC equipment and flame sensors.
More product information »

Fluke 233
Best for
Applications where display positioning is problematic.
Remote monitoring
View meter display up to 30 feet away from the measurement point. Observe meter real-time readings remotely.
Unusual measurements
Remote magnetic display solves separation problems.
Electrical maintenance
All the features and functions of a conventional multimeter.
More product information »

Fluke CNX 3000 HVAC system
Best for
Applications where live measurements from multiple modules simultaneously and remotely are necessary.
Applications
• Rooftop units
• Chillers
• Boilers
• Heat pumps
• Make up air systems
• Vent temperatures
• Air compressors
Remote monitoring
The CNX wireless enabled modules measure ac voltage, ac current and temperature, which display on the CNX 3000 Wireless Multimeter.
More product information »